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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

The subject of electroDlagnetism exhibits a remarkable dualisnt
which is absent from other branches of physics. Not only do
electric and magnetic fields appear as essentially distinct though
related entities, but in the study of the effects produced by one
electric charge on another it is necessary to distinguish between
positive and negative electricity and in the case of magtletislD
between north and south-seeking polarity.
Naturally the first systematic investigations in the sltbject were
limited to tile phenomena of magnetostatics and electrostatics, ill
which the forces between statiollary magtlets or electric cllarges
are tIle objects of study. As early as 1600 Gilbert explained tIle
directive tendency of a freely suspended magnetic l1eedle as due
to tIle magnetization of the earth, combined with the general
princillie that like poles repel al1d unlike attract. However, it
was 110t until two centuries later that Coulolnb, by means of the
torsion balance, demonstrated that tile law of force, both as
t-egards 111agnetic poles and electric charges, was the sanle il1verse
square law tllat Newton 11ad fOUlld to hold in the province of
gravitation.
At the time of Coulomb's deattl no connection was knOW!l
between the pllenonlena of magnetism and electricity. A Inagnet
exerted forces on other magtlets in its neighborhood, but produced no effect whatever on an electrified pith-ball, and conversely. It was quite by chance that Oersted, in 1819, observed
that a magnet is deflected by an electric current in such a manner
as to set itself at right angles to the wire. During the succeeding year Ampere formulated in quantitative form the laws of
action between a current and a magnet, or one current and
another. It was found that a closed circuit carrying a steady
current behaves in all particulars like a magnetic shell of uniform
strength having the circuit as its periphery, so that the subject of
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magl1etostatics was at once extended by the inclusion in its domain
of circuits carryillg constant currents.
'rIle l1ext great step was made almost simultaneously by Faraday al1d Hel1ry. Faraday had long felt that as tIle flow of
electricity througl1 a conductor creates a tnagnetic field abottt the
wire, it should be possible to produce a current by the presel1ce of
a nlaglletic field. His first experilnents gave a negative result,
and it was sOlnewhat by accident tllat he noticed a mOtnel1tary
current tll1"'Ougll his galvanometer \vhile a magnet was approachil1g- 01- receding from the circuit. Further investigatiol1 led to
tile discovery of current induction; whenever tIle nlagnetic field
tllrougll a circltit cllanges, a current is induced Wllich persists so
long as tlle Cl1rll1ge in the field continues. Henry had discovered

tIle ftltldal11etltal phenomenon of currel1t induction eve11 earlier
than Faraday, but circumstances were SUC11 that lIe was ttllable to
pttblisl1 his results Ul1til tIle account of I~araday's work was in
prillt. Hel1ce Faraday rightly receives credit for one of tile
greatest discoveries of science.
MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

'!'lle forl11ttl:1tion in nlatlleolatical language of tI,e discoveries
of Coulornb, Alnpere, and Faraday was undertaken by l\:Iax",·ell,
wllose C'equations," slightly modified ill {orin by Larl110r and
J..Jorerltz, Ilave beel1 confirmed by every test wllich experitnent
offers. In orcler to appreciate tIle significal1ce of tl1ese eqttations,
it is l1ecessary to define precisely the quantities involved. An
electric field (region tl1rough which electric forces act) is convctlielltly specified in terlDs of the elec',.;,c intensity E. This is
a vector fUllctioll of position in space and time, Wl1icll is everywhere equal ill magnitude and direction to the force Wl1icll would
be exerted by the charges producing the field 011 a unit positive
test chal-ge1 at t-est relative to the observer. Sitnilarly tIle t,tagnetic itztel·Jsity H in a magnetic field is defined as the force exerted
by tIle II1c1.g11ets or currents producing the field on a hypotlletical
unit 110rtll pole. If, then, p stands for the electric charge per
unit volulne, v for the velocity witll Wllich it is moving, alld F
I More precisely, the test charge should be very small compared to the
charges producing the field, so as not to disturb the latter by its presence.
Theil the elec',·ic initfUify is the ratio of the force exerted OD tile test charge
to its cllarge.
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for the electrontagnetic force per unit volume on tile 111atter
contail1ed tllereil1, tIle equatiolls of electro maglletiS111 tal(e tile
fOflll:

v·H = 0

(1)

V·E=p
I

·

VXE= --H
&

F

(2)

V X H

=- p(E +-& v
I

= - (E + pv)

X H)

I

·

&

(5)

ill the rational C. G. S. units suggested by IIeaviside alld J_"orelltz,
and Il0W used alOlost tl11iversal1y in theoretical discussiol1S. rrl1e
letter c denotes the speed of light, 3 (10) 10 centimeters a seC011d.
'I'he symbol V stands for a differelltial vector operator, alld its
alll>earance in tile first four equations il1dicates tllat tlley arc
differel1tial eqttations. ( I) and (3) are scalat- equations, (2) and
(4) vector equations, and the four together constitute the cClttati011S of the electromagnetic field. By nleatlS of them nlay be
calculated tlle values of E and H prodttced l)y any ar1.Jitraril}·
assigl1ed distrillution of cl1arge p al1d currel1t pv. It is to be
lloted tl1at wllile electrical entities, i. e. cl1arges, appear eXl)licitly
in tl1ese equations, tllere are presel1t 110 tnagl1etic etltitics, i. e.
poles. Tl1is is in accord with tile experilnel1tal fact tllat \\,llile
electrons (negatively cllarged particles) al1d protol1s2 (positively
charged particles) may be extracted from nlaterial atoms, t10
suell tl1itlg as a magnetic pole has ever beet1 isolated. Ampere
llinlself conjectured that tile maglletic properties of tl1atter Dligl1t
be due to currents of electricity circttlating witl10ut resistance ill
the atoln or molecule of a magnetic substaJ.1ce, and that tl1erefore
tile postulation of a magnetic particle was superfluous itl explainil1g the known facts of magtletism. Il1deed, as will appear latet-,
it is possible to go evel1 further and treat tile nlagnetic intetlsity
H as tnerely a convenient synlbol for a prodltct of yet lDore
fundamental vectors.
Before proceeding to a detailed examination of the electt·onlagnetic equations, it will be advantageous to introduce the concepts
of lifJB of force and tube of force as used by Faraday. Consider all electric field produced by charges (at rest or 111ovillg)
J The word electron will be used Ilereafter in a generic sense to designate
the ultimate charged particle of either sign.
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in tIle neighborhood. If, now, a very small positive test cllarge
is placed in the field, it will be repelled from neighboring positive
charges and attracted toward negative cl1arges. If fl-ee to nl0ve,
it will describe a path. If its l11otion is constrained so as to be
very slow' (so that it will be unaffected by magnetic fields), the
path described'is what is known as a line of electric force. To
be sure, if the charges producing the field are moving, the field
is continually changing, and different portions of the line of force
described by a slowly moving test charge will correspond to different times. This introduces no real difficulty, however, as a
number of such test charges Inay be SUl)posed to trace out, at tile
sante instant, different short portions of a sil1gle line of force.
I~rom the definition cotltained in the precedil1g paragraph, it
is clear that a line of electric force has everywhere the direction
of tile electric intensity E. In fact, it might have beell defined
by that property. Suppose, now, that an electric field has been
mapped out by means of lines of force, each line being provided
with an arrow to indicate tile direction in which the test charge
11as traced it out. Such lines will obviously diverge ft·oln positive charges, and converge at l1egative charges. l'he (Iirectioll
of the electri(~ intensity at any point will be indicated by the
direction of the line of force through tllat point. It is llossible,
however, to gC) further, and map out the field in such a mallner as
to il1dicate the Inagnitttde of E by the dellsity of the lines of force.
FIowever, as a line of force is discrete whereas the field appears
to be cOl1til1ttollS, it is necessary first to introduce the idea of tube
of force. A tttbe is defined as a bundle of M lines, where M is allY
Sltfficiently large nUlnber. Now, in mapping out a field, the lines
of force are drawn in such density that the number of tubes pel·
Ullit cross section is numerically equal to E at every point in the
field. By making M large enough the number of litles of force
per Ul1it cr-gss section can be kept large in even tile weakest fields,
wllereas if the convention of drawing a nUlllber of litles of force
per Ul1it cross section equal to the electric intensity had been
adopted, a difficulty would have arisen in representing graphically
fields in which E is numerically small.
Magnetic as well as electric fields call be represented by lines
of force. A line of magnetic force is defined as a line having
everywhere tile direction in which a small hypothetical nortll pole
at rest relative to the observer would be urged by the field. Lines
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of force are drawn in such density as to make the number of tubes
of force everywhere equal to the magnetic intensity H.
To return now to Maxwell's equations, it is found that their
interpretation is greatly simplified by the concept of line of force.
The quantity on the left hand side of (I) is known as the divergence of E. In terms of tubes of force, the divergence of E is
the excess of the number of tubes of electric force passing out of
a unit volume over the number enteril1g that volume. COl1sider
a region where no charges are present. Then p vallishes, and tile
divergence of E is zero. Tllis means that as many lines of force
leave each unit volume as ellter it. Hence the lines of force are
cO,Jlinuou,s through those portiolls of space where no charge is
present. Where charges are located, the divergellce of E is eqttal
to the del1sity of charge. If the charge is positive, a nttnlber of
tubes of force equal to the magtlitude of tIle cllarge origillate Oil
it; if the charge is negative, a number of tubes equal to its nlagnitude end on it. Hence each line of electric force starts from
a positive charge and stretches without break to a negative cl1arge.
By thinking of the lines of force as stretched elastic bands, Faraday was able to see in a qualitative manner how the cllarges presellt
tend to Inove under the action of the field. In fact, equation (I)
is precisely tile matl1ematical statement of Coulomb's law tllat tile
electrostatic force exerted by one charge on anotller varies
invel-sely with the square of the distance between the N'O. For,
consider a single charge. Symmetry reqttires that the lines of
force diverging froIn it shall spread out unifornuy ill all directions, somewhat as the spokes of a wheel fronl the hub, and, as
the lines are continuous, the nunlber of tubes per unit cross
section will vary inversely with the square of the distance from tIle
charge. HelIce the electric intensity and the force exerted on a
second charge will vary witt1 tIle distance according to tile law
discovered by Coulomb.
Equation (3) states that tIle divergence of H vanishes. Tllerefore the lines of magtletic force are COlltillUOUS closed curves. This
would not be the case if magnetic poles existed per SB; in that
case lines of magnetic force would run from north to soutll poles
just as lines of electric force run from positive to negative
charges. On the electro1l theory of matter, however J tIle 111agnetic
properties of the molecule are supposed to be due to rings of
electrol1S revolving about a positively charged 11ttcleus al1d thtts
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forming a current circuit. Tile lines of magnetic force thread
this circttit froDI the south to the 110rth side, returning outside the
circuit.
On tile left hal1d side of (2) appears a vector derivative known
as tile curl of E. Tl1is quantity represents the work necessary to
carry a unit positive charge once around tile periphery of a unit
area, so oriented as to make the work a maximuln, and is directed
at right angles to tllis area. The dot over the H in the rigllt Iland
Inember denotes differentiation with respect to the time, and the
factor c standing for the velocity of light [3(lo)lOcm/sec]
appears 011 account of the choice of units. The equatiol1 as a
whole expresses Faraday's law of current induction for stationary
circltits: the electromotive force per unit area equals lie times
tIle rate of decrease of the magnetic intensity.
'l'he remainil1g field equation ( 4) expresses in matheolatical
lallguage Ampere's law together with an important addition introduced by Maxwell. Ampere's law alolle would state tllat the
work dOlle in cclrrying a unit north pole 011ce arowld tIle periphery
of a Ullit area (V X H) is equal to IIc times the current density
(I/e pv). In this form, ho\vever, the electromagnetic equations
fail to satisfy the law of cOlltinuity. This law states tllat

9p

at= -

V·(pv)

The left hand side is the rate of increase of charge per unit
volume per unit time. Now, on the electron theory of matter, the
only way the charge can increase is by more charge flowing into
the specified unit volume than flows out of it. The right hand
member of this equation gives the excess of the inward flow over
the outward flow. Hence the equation of continuity tnust of
necessity be fulfilled by any satisfactory set of field equations.
I f now, equation (I) is differentiated with respect to the time,

Sp

91

·

= v·E

and if the operator V. is applied to (4) ,
- V· (pv)

= v.E

since v· V X H is identically zero. Hence the law of continuity
is satisfied if, and only if, the term E is added to Ampere's current density pv. Maxwell considered that this added term repre-
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sents a current due to displacelnent of the etl1er. Its inclusioll in
(4) el1abled him to show that electromagnetic waves should be
propagated through space with the velocity of light. So long as
the electric field renlains unchanged, E vanishes. HelICe in the
treatment of steady currents this term does not appear, and unless
a current is oscillatil1g very rapidly, it is unimportant. So it is not
surprisil1g that Ampere did tlot include it in his theory.
Physical measurement is confil1ed to the investigation of tile
effect of. one charged particle on the nlotion of anotller. Electromagnetic tlleory, however, describes tIle effect throttgll tile
agency of an intermediate concept-the electromagnetic field. If
it is desired to conlpute the force exerted by charge A on cllarge
B, tIle first step in tIle process is to conlpute tile field produced by
A. This is done by l11eans of the fottr field equations, Wllicll
determine the values of the electric allcl l11agtletic il1tellsities produced by the charge density p of A alld the currellt dellsity pv clue
to ~l's motion. At this stage, however, tile problel11 is bttt Ilalf
solved. Ifow are the E and H due to A goillg to affect B , Tllis
questioll is answered by equation (5). F is the force per ttnit
volume on B; p the dellsity of charge ill B,. v is B's velocity; and
E alld H the field illtensities at B due to A. l'he first term in tile
right 11and nlember specifies the force due to A's electric field E.
It llas tlte direction of E and is the same whetller B is at rest or
in nlotion. The second term gives the force due to the magtletic
field H produced by A. 1'his component of the force exists ollly
whell B is nlovillg, and is greater the greater B's velocity. Also
it is at right angles to both H and v (the cross product v X H is
a vector at right angles to the plane of v and H in tile sense of
advance of a rigllt handed screw rotated f rom v to H througJl
tIle slnaller angle between tlleir positive directions). TIlis second term specifies the indttced electromotive force prodttced ill a
wire, moved so as to cut lines of magnetic force; it is responsible
for tIle action of electric generators and motors.
From the four field equations can be dedttced two wave eqttations; one involving E, tIle other H. Both represent transverse
waves traveling through space with tile velocity c of light. Tile
electric and nlagnetic vectors (at POil1ts not too near tile source)
are equal, in phase, and perpendicular to one another as well as
at right angles to the direction of propagation. The two togetl1er
constitute an electromagnetic wave which, according to its wave
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lengtll, may be classified as Hertzian wave, heat radiation, light,
X ray or y ray. How do these waves, carrying light al1d heat
frol11 the sun to the earth, traverse ninety million miles devoid of
matter? :From time immemorable it has been felt necessary to
postulate a medium to carry these waves, and this mediunl, whicl1
IDttSt be tl10Ught of as fillil1g all space and even permeatil1g tile
illterstices between electrons ill matter, has been called tIle ether.
FroDl the very start the concept of an ether has led to serious
difficulties. In the first place it l11ust have the properties of an
elastic solid in order to transmit transverse waves. But how can
the earth and other planets travel through a rigid tnedium without
encountering appreciable resistance? The logical extension of the
etller concept to many of the more complicated phenolnena of
optics led to serious inconsistencies, and filIally the MicllelsonMorley experinlent showed the utter futility of an ether which,
like a material body, was to be considered as having a discrete
strltcture.
I f the rate of doing work on all the charges contained ill a
regioll T is compttted, the electronlagnetic equations lead to a relation Wllich may be brought into consonance with tile prillciple of
conservation of energy provided I/2(EI
HI) is illterpreted as
the electrOtnaglletic energy per unit volume of the field, and
c (E X H) as the flux of energy (energy passing through unit
cross sectiol1 in unit tilDe) tl1rough the surface enclosing T. Similarly the law of conservation of nlomentum may be preserved provided 1/C (E X H) is interpreted as the electrolnagnetic lnOnlentum
per unit volulne of the field. It luust be emphasized, however,
tllat energy (the classical electrodynamics is here under consideration alld no referellce is intended to the still mysterious quanta) is
1l0t discrete in the sense tllat material particles are. l'hus it is
ideally possible to follow one and the same electron tllroughout
the course of tilDe but energy, on aCcoullt of its cOlltinuous nature,
fails to retain its identity. A joule of energy may disapllear
from one locality, alld a joule appear in another, but there is no
tneans of determining whether the first and second joule are one
and tIle same elltity. Indeed, all that can be said is that tile total
anloltnt of energy inside a closed rigid impenetrable el1velope
renlains ullcllanged as time elapses.
TIle electrolnagnetic equations which have been discusse(l in the
preceding paragrapl1s have been built up little by little as experi-
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ment has revealed new laws of nature. As has been noted, they
describe in quantitative form a l1umber of apparently independent experimental discoveries. The first object of this paper
is to show, in non-mathematical language, how Maxwell's equations in their entirety can be deduced from a single, silnple, basic
concept. Its second object is to provide a substitute for the ethers
of Green and Kelvin Wllich is in accord with the relativity
principle and avoids tIle difficulties of the older theories.
THE EMISSION THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETISM

Maxwell's greatest COlltribution to science was his detDOnstration that light is an electronlagtletic phenomenon. Hertz's detection of the electromagnetic waves proceeding from an oscillatitlg
electric charge and llis success in showing that these waves could
be refracted and diffracted like light furnished an unanswerable
confirmation of Maxwell's theory. Now the field in an electt·omagnetic wave is in 110 essential way different from any other
electromagnetic field. Hence if such a wave travels in a straight
line with the velocity of ligllt, it is difficult to doubt tllat every
electromagnetic field is in motion with this velocity. But what
is moving? The lines of force, if continuous along their lengt11,
can exhibit motion only at right angles to themselves. Certainly
the lines of force constituting the field of a single statiol1ary POil1t
charge can have no motion at right angles to their length. Hence
we conclude that in this case tile IDotion must be along the lines.
But there is 110 meaning to the !itatement that a line is movillg
along itself except itl so far as the line represel1ts a locus of points,
and it is the points which are ill motion. Therefore we are forced
to conclude tllat a line of force is to be considered as a locus of
points each of \vhie!1 is nloving in a straigllt line with the velocity
of light. These points will be named fflOV;'I'lg element,r. An
essential characteristic of a moving elemellt is tllat it may I)c
identifiable as one and the same throughout the course of time.
Otherwise there would be no meaning to the statement that it
nloves. As a moving element is supposed to continue to move
indefinitely in a straight line with the velocity of ligl1t, it nIltst
be thougllt of as passing through matter without suffering deflection or diminution of speed. Hence it has no such properties as
111ass or energy associated with it. In fact, the representation of
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tile field by means of nloving elements is purely kil1ematical ill
character; in no sense dynamical. 8
COl1sider now the electric field of a single statiollary' point
cllarge. As the lines of force are stationary, the lnoving elenlel1ts
of Wllich they are CODlposed must be moving eitl1er radially outward or radially inward alollg these lines. Likewise in the case
of a nloving cl1arge the movil1g elements which carry its field Inttst
be traveling radially, either away from a point previously occupied by tile cllarge, or toward a point to be occupied by it at S0111e
future tilne. Either of these alternatives is mathematically conSiStcl1t witll tile electromagnetic equatiol1S, but the latter must be
rejected on account of the teleological implications whicll are
il1volved in it. For consider moving elements at a great distance
fronI tile cllarge ttnder consideration. If nloving inward toward
tile charge, tlleil- presellt direction of motion must be such as to
tnake theln converge at a point to be occupied by the cllarge at
some ftttttre tiltlC. Titus tile present nature of distant portions
of tile field is specified by the future location of tIle cllarge.
III view of tllis objection to il1ward lnotion, it will be assumed
tl1at the 1110vil1g elements travel outward, from a point cllarge, 110
matter whetller tile charge is positive or negative. Hence, as titne
elapses, tIle field origillally in tile neighhorhoad of tIle cllarge is
carried fartller and farther away fronl it. 1'0 restore the portions
of tIle field Wl1icll are thus renloved, it must be assumed tl1at the
charge is contil1ually emitting new moving elements. Hence we
pictltre a point cllarge as a source of streams of moving elements
shot out ill all directions with tile velocity of light. The locus of
those nloving elements emitted in a single direction is a litle of
force. The electric field of a stationary point charge, theil, will
consist of continuous lines of force stretching out radially in all
directions f rom tile charge to infinity.
Further justification for the assumption that all points of an
electromagnetic field are movillg relative to the observer with the
velocity of light may be obtained froln the relativity pril1ciple.

_._ _-_._-.--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..

This statement may need modification as regards the effect of gravitational fields. The recently discovered deflection of a ray of ligllt passing
close to the limb of the sun indicates tllat moving elements are affected by
gravitational forces.
6 Tile words "stationary" and "moving" always refer to the system of the
observer.
I
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According to this principle the velocity law of movil1g elet\lents
should be the same for all il1ertial systems. But the 0111y velocity
whicll has tIle same value for all such systems is that of ligllt.
Therefore all nlovil1g eletl1ellts nlust be in motion with the velocity
of light.
Before proceedillg further it must be noted that, in tl,e tlleory
of the electromagnetic field which is being develolJed, tile term
line of force is used in a somewhat different sellse £rol11 tllat
employed by l';araday. Faraday's litle of force referred to tIle
resultant field produced by tIle attractions and repttlsiollS of
perhaps a very large nUlnber of charges. Now the cOlnplex
field produced by all aggregate of charges 11lay be thougl1t of as
the resultant of sinlple fields each of wl1i(~11 is due to all illdividual
cllarge, or eletnent of charge. I t is such sinlple fields tllat
are under consideration l1ere, alld the terln line of force is to lJe
understood as referritlg to tile simple field of a single elemelltary
charge. By an elementary cllarge is meant any charge wllich 111ay
be treated as a unit in so far as its field is concerned. In calculating the electromagnetic lnass of the electron, for exanlple, eacll
infinitesimal element of the electron's charge must be treated as
an elenlentary charge. On tIle other hand, in computing tile
electromagnetic forces between tile nucleus and the electrons in
an atom, the distances between the charged particles lllvolved
are so great compared to tlleir linear dimensiolls that it is not
necessary to consider allythil1g snlaller than the electron as tlte
elementary charge. Agail1, ill dealing with the electromagtlctic
waves enlitted by a cllarge oscillating back and forth across a
spark gap, tile entire charge, even though it consist of billions of
electrons, may be treated as an elementary charge and its field as
a simple field.
A complex field, tileD, will be treated as the resultallt of a nltmher of silnple fields. Each simple field will have its own lilIes of
electric force and of magnetic force determining E and H by tlleir
directions and their density. The electric or lnagnetic intensity
of the resultant complex field is then the vector SUln of tile corresponding quantities for all the simple fields which extend to tile
point in question. For exalnple, tile electrostatic field prodttced
by a number of stationary elementary charges A, B, C, etc., is
represented by groups of straight lines of force, the lines of eacll
group diverging ullifornlly fronl one of the charges and extellding
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to jnfinity. Each group of lines constitutes a simple field and
specifies the electl-ic intensity produced by the elementary charge
to Wllich it belongs. Two lines of force belonging to different
gl·OUpS may cross one another, and will ill general intersect at
some point ill their course, but obviously no two lines of the same
simple field lIlay cross. A simple field is specified by three
vector functions of. position in space and time, E, H, and the
velocity c of the nloving elelnents which carry the field. Of these
the last varies only in direction, as its magllitude is the constant
speed of ligl1t. It will appear later that these three vectors are
related ill such a ttlanner that it is possible to eliminate eitller c or
H from the field equations. Any equation deduced for a simple
field Wllich is linear in E and H and does not contain c will apply
equally well to tile resultant of a number of SUCII fields. For
tIle resultant intensity is merely the vector sum of the intensities
of the overlapping simple fields.
For tIle presen.t, attention will be confined to lines of electric
force. Later on it will be shown that the same moving elelnents
wlticll act as carriers of the electric field will serve as carriers of
tIle il1trinsic maglletic field, that is, that portion of the magtletic
field whicll is independent of the inertial systelD in Wl1icll tIle
observer nlay 11al>pen to be located.
COULOMB'S LAW

Consider first Coulomb's law. The very fact that the field
is rellres ell ted lJy lines of force which are continuous everywhere
except wllere cl1arges are present insures the validity of tl1is law.
For imagille a closed surface surrounding a region,. of Ullit
volttme. If the unit of charge is defined as that charge from
which M lil1es of force diverge (it will be remembered that M
lines constitute a tube) then tIle excess of tIle number of tubes
leaving ,. over tile nunlber entering this region will be equal to
tile charge contained tilerein, tl1at is, to the density of cllarge.
But this is just tile first of the field equations.
SOME SIMPLE FIELDS

Consider now the effect of motion on the field of a point charge.
Figttre I shows a single line of force of a stationary charge
B.
l'lle nloving elements I, 2, 3, 4, 5 were Cll1itted respectively
I, 2, 3, 4, 5 secotlds earlier than the tinle for Wllicll the diagram is
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drawn. The locus e-I-2-3-4-5 is the litle of force. Tile next
figttre (2) pictures the formation of a line of force in tIle field of
a charge e tnoving with constallt velocity to the right. l'lle lnovillg element I was emitted one second earlier than the time for
which the diagram is drawn. At the time of its emission the
charge was at '1' and during the intervening second the moving

E

e.
FIGUllE I.

Stationary Charge.

el5e4e3~el

e

FIGURE 2.

Charge moving with Constant Velocity

~

c.

element has described the path '1-1. Its velocity c, then, is represented by a vector having the magnitude 3(Io)10cm/sec and the
direction 61 -1. Similarly 2 was emitted from BI , 3 fro1l1 e., etc.
The litle of force at the illstant considered is the locus '-1-2-3-45-6. As time elapses, the moving elements will continue to move
obliquely upwards and to the right, carrying the line of force forward as they proceed. The diagranls pictltre only a single litle of
force; others must be supposed to extend froDt the charge ill
other directions.

Leigh Page,
From figures (I) a11d (2) it is seen that tile direction of tnotion
of tIle movil1g elements coincides with the direction of tIle line
of force wllich they constitute only in the case of a static field.
When the charge is moving wittl a constant velocity relative to the
observer, as ill fig. 2, the vectors c and E make an acute angle
with each other which becomes ever greater as the velocity of the
cl1arge approaclles the velocity of light. N ow it is only wlle11 a
charge is ill tDotion that it has a magnetic field, 31ld tllis field
becomes stronger the greater the charge's velocity. I-Ience it
Dligl1t be suspected that the magnetic intensity depends UpOll tIle
angle between c and E. COllsider the vector prodttct c X E.
Tl1is product is defined as a vector at right angles to tIle plane of
c and E in the sense of advance of a right handed screw t·otated
from c to E tllrottgh the smaller angle betweel1 their positive
directions, and l1as a magnitude equal to tile prodtlct of tile magnitu(les of c, E, arid the sine of the angle between tllese two vectors.
Dividing tl1is product by the scalar tnagnitude of c, a vector is
obtained tllat corresponds at least qualitatively to the magtletic
intetlsity as observed experilnentally. Let us defille H l)y the
relatiol1
I

H =:=--- (c X E)
c
It will apl)ear sttbsequently that tllis vector plays the saine role
ill tIle equatiollS to be deduced that the magtletic illtensity (ioes in
l\1axwell's eqltatiolls. Hence it must be identical witll the
magnetic intel1sity as ordinarily defil1ed.
ELECTROllAGNETIC WAVES

Let us COl1sider next the electromagnetic waves elnitted by a
charge oscil1atil1g up and down in a straight line witll sitnple
harl110nic Inotion. Two lines of electric force coming frorn tltis
charge are pictured in fig. 3, the moving elenlel1ts being represel1ted by black dots. The path of the oscillating charge is tile
line AB, and at the instant for which the diagraln is drawn the
charge has just reacl1ed the upper extremity B of this litle. As
the velocity of light is so very great, it is inconvenient in describing the forlnation of the field to use the second as tile UI1it of
time. Therefore we will employ a nluch sl11aller unit, Wl1icll will
be designated nlerely as a time-unit. The charge is supposed to
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make a complete oscillation in 4 time-units, and to acquire a
velocity one half that of light at the mid-point of its path. Consider now the moving elements emitted upward. Their locus
will be the straight line of force Be. No waves are emitted in

c

FIGURE

3.

Simple Harmonic Motion. :Max. Vel. =

~

e.

this directioll. In the horizontal direction, however, tile state of
affairs is somewhat different. The charge at rest at B is cll>out
to emit a moving element to the right. The litle of force C011Stituting the locus of this and other moving elements previously
emitted in the same direction leaves the charge horizontally. In
tllis case, however, it is necessary to define somewhat carefully the
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meaning of "same direction." As the charge is accelerated, it is
continually passing from one inertial systetn to another. Now,
a moving element, once emitted, is in no wise affected, in so far as
its motion is concerned, by the future experience of the charge
from which it came. Conversely, it would be expected that the
charge, in etnitting further moving elements belonging to the
same line of force, would be uninfluenced by those wllich had
been previously emitted.
Now consider two moving elements a and b belonging to the
sante line of force, the second of which is emitted a veley sllort
tilDe later than the first. Let S designate the inertial system in
which the charge is at rest when a is emitted. Tilen, on account
of its acceleration, the charge will have passed from S to some
other inertial system S' by the time b is emitted. Let a, be the
angle which the direction of emission of a makes with tIle direc·
tiOll of tIle velocity of 5' relative to 5, the angle being lneasured
in S, alld let 0,' be the corresponding angle in tile case of b, u'
beillg measured in S'. Then a and b are said to be emitted in the
sa"", direction if the planesl of their velocity vectors are the same,
al1d II eqttals 0,'. This definition of "same direction" is perhaps
as natttral and simple a definition as could be given; its justification lies ill the fact tllat it leads to correct results. Strictly speaking, the space-time transformation of the restricted relativity
tlleory Inust be used in comparing the angles a. and a/, although ill
cases where the velocity of the moving charge is never comparable witll tllat of light, the Galilean transformation COl1Stitutes a
sufficiently close approximation.
To return to fig. 3, consider the nl0ving element which was
enlitted lloriz()ntally to the right one time-unit earlier than tile
illstant for which the diagram is drawn. At the time of its
ell1ission the charge was at the middle of its path and moving
upward with a velocity equal to half that of ligllt. The moving
element ttnder consideration was emitted 11orizolltally as seen by
an observer going along with the charge. Hence, to an observer
statiol1ary with respect to the diagram, its velocity is obtained by
compounding the velocity of the charge wittl the horizontal
velocity 3 (10) lOcm/sec which it has relative to the system of the

at

I By the plane of the velocity vector is meant the plane determined by this
vector and the (tirection of motion of S' relative to S.
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charge. Since the velocity of the charge is comparable with that
of light in this case, the compounding must be done in accord
with the space-time transformation of relativity. This gives a
velocity 3(Io)10cm/sec (for the speed of light is an invariallt
of the relativity transformation) in tIle direction 1-5-9. Hence,
at the end of one tiDle unit-that is, at the instant for which the
diagraln is drawn-the IDOving element is at I. In the same way
it is easily seen that IIloving elements emitted 2, 3, 4, 5 ..• tilne unit.,
earlier are at the points labeled 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . at the instant for
whicl1 the diagram is drawn. Connectil1g up tllese Inoving elements tile line of electric force extending from B to D is obtained.
As tinle goes on, the moving elements advance along the straight
lines on which they lie, carrying the wave with them.
In some ways this kinematical representation of an electric
field l)ears a resetnblance to Newton's corpuscular theory of light.
There is this fundamental difference, however. Newton's corpuscles themselves possessed energy and by their impacts they
could exert pressure on those bodies upon which they impinged;
ill fine, they were dynamical in their characteristics.
Moving
elements, on the other hand, are purely kinematical in nature, and
as they cannot be deflected or slowed down by matter, they cannot of themselves impart energy or pressure to the bodies througl1
which they pass. They act merely as carriers of the lines of
force, and as a vehicle for the transmission of energy in the
form of radiation they perform the functions of the elastic ether
of prerelativity days. The forces exerted by the electromagnetic waves which they carry are due to the lines of force. If
the wave pictured in fig. 3 should pass over all electron, tl1is electron would be urged alternately up and down by the oppositely
directed portions of the line of f oree.
It is clear fronl the figure that the wave becomes more and more
nearly transverse as it proceeds outward from the oscillating
charge. FurtherlDore, the angle between c and E approaches
90 0 I and the magnetic intensity, which is at right angles to tIle
plane of these two vectors, approacl1es the electric intensity in
magnitude. In the diagram no lines of magnetic force are
drawn; it will be shown later that the intt-insic magnetic field is
carried by the saine moving elentents as carry the lines of electric
force.
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It 11as been noted that moving eleillents are unaffected by their
passage throltgh matter. The same must therefore be ttue of the
lines of force which they carry. Suppose, for instance, tllat the
wave pictured in fig. 3 impinges on a slab of matter opaque to
radiation of its particular frequency. Then the electrons in the
atoms of the slab are set in oscillation, and in consequence eillit
waves of the same frequency themselves. These new waves,
it may be shown, interfere with the exciting wave ill suell a Inanner
as to produce a zero resulfant field on the far side of the tnaterial,
and in general, to give rise to a certain degree of reflection. But
the sinlple field of the exciting wave has been ill 110 wise affected
by the presence of the slab.
MAGNETIC FIELD DUE TO CIRCULAR CURRENT

It may be of interest to examine the interpretatiol1 on the
emission theory of the magnetic field set up by a steady current
in a circular c(lil of wire. In fig. 4 the current due to tile con-

c

E

FIGURE 4.

Maglletic Field due to Circular Current.

vection of electrons around the circular wire is supposed to be
flowing in the counter-clockwise sense. Consider the electro!1 e.
It has a velocity v upwards, and as this velocity is presumably
very small cOl"npared to the velocity of light, the field at nearby
points will be very elas·ely that of an electron traveling with constant velocity along the tangent to the circle at e. This field l1as
already been pictured in fig. 2. Hence c and E at the center 0
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of the coil will be as indicated in the diagratn, and the magnetic
intensity, having the direction of c X E, will be directed out fronl
the page. An electron of opposite sign at e will travel around
the wire in the opposite sense; its field at 0 is indicated by the
vectors E 1 and c 1 - While E 1 annuls E, C1 X E 1 has tile saine
direction as c X E and therefore adds to the magnetic field of the
first electron. While the magnetic fields produced by the two
electrons under consideration may be so weak as to be il1Significant, all the electrons in the coil give rise to magnetic forces in the
same direction at 0 and hence tIle resultant eftectlnay be large.
'The electric fields, on the other hand, cancel one another in SttCll
a Dlanner as to leave no appreciable resultant.
It is easily seen from the diagram that at a point P outside tIle
coil the magnetic intellsity has the direction opposite to that at o.
DEDUCTION OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS

While the illttstrations which have been discussed above are
il1structive applications of the emission theory, the real test
of its validity lies in the de(lttction froDl it of tile well-tested
electromagnetic equatiol1s. It has already been shown that
Coulomb's inverse sCluare law is a direct consequence of any
representation of a field by continuous lines of force. Let us
11ext consider tIle Ampere-~laxwell law expressed by eqltatioll
(4) · This is a relation between the tilne rate of change (:E) of
the electric itltensity, and the space rates of change (V X H) of
tIle magnetic intensity. Consider a Silllple electric field E at tile
point P at tinle t. At a time dt later, the lines of force whicIl
passed througll P initially will l1ave lleen carriecl away by tIle
nloving elemellts of which tlley are tIle loci, al1d a new set of
lines of force, wllicll had beell located at some neighboring point
QJ will have nloved up to take their place. In 1110ving ttp front
Q to l~, however, these new lines may (a) crowd together dtte
to a variation in the direction of c front line to line, (b) twist on
aCCOll11t of a variation in the direction of c from point to point
along a single line. Taking all these effects illto aCCOll11t, a
Sil11ple calculation shows that

E = - cv· E + V X Ie X EJ
Putting H for ~ (c X E) this becomes
&

.

E==-cV-E+cVXH
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If there are charges in the neighborhood of PI the lines of force
carried by the Inoving elements emitted during the time dl have
to be taken into account. These are responsible for a contributioll

to E amounting to
(c ..... v)v·E
Adding this to the expression obtained above, and replacing
the divergence of E by its equivalent p,
.
E= -pv+eV X H
which is identical with the fourth of Maxwell's equations. The
interpretation, however, is very different. Here the equation is
established as a purely kinematical relation between the space and
time derivatives of the vectors E and c Wllich, as all observations
are made frolon a single system, does not even involve the relativity
traIlSformation. 1'here is no reference to a hypothetical etller or
to displacements of the same.
'file two remaining field equations are obtained most easily by
first obtaining expressions for the electric and magnetic il1tensities due to a lloint charge. For this simple field it may be s110wn
tllat the divergence of H vanishes, and the curl of E equals lie
times the time rate of decrease of H. As any complex field may
be COl1siderecl as the resultant of the overlappiIlg simple fields due
to a nUlnber of point charges, these equations are valid for all
fields. Their deduction, it may be noted, involves the space
time tral1sformation of the restricted relativity tlleory.
THE FORCE EQUATION

Havillg dedttcecl the four field equations, the next step is to
establish an equation which will specify the effects of the electric
and magnetic fields produced by any given distribution of cllarges
and currents on a charge moving through tl1ese fields. This
equation inv(Jlves the transforltlations which give the values of E
and H in one system in terms of their values as observed ill some
other system. Consider, for example, an observer in il1ertial system S who is investigating the simple field produced by a point
charge permanently at rest in some other system S'. As the
charge is moving relative to him it has the properties of a currellt
element as well as those of an electrified particle. Therefore he
perceives a nlagnetic as well as an electric field. On the other
hand, to an observer going along witll tIle charge in system S',
the field is pltrely electrostatic. To both observers the total number of lines ()f electric force issuing from the charge is the same,
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but the first perceives in addition a magnetic field "hich is absent
to the second. The reason for this magnetic field is ilnrnediately
apparent froln the point of view of tIle moving elentent tlleory.
As seen by the observer in S', the lines of force are as pictttred
in figure I. Sillce c alld E have the same direction, there is no
magl1etic field. As viewed from system S, 11owever, c and E
have different directions (as in figure 2) and tl1erefore c X E
does not vanisll. Hence a nlagnetic field is 1)reSel1t.
Consider, 110W, the IDost general type of simple field. '!'he
values of E and H as measttred by an observer in S are givel1;
it is desired to deduce an expression for the electric intensity E'
ill S'.
Tile problem is purely kinematical, involving tile space..
time transformation of relativity in its solution. As E and Hill
S are knOWl1, the direction and density of tIle lines of electric
force and the direction of Inotion of tile nloving elements Wllicll
carry them are given. I-Ienee it is only necessary to pass to 8y8teln S' and map out the saDle lines of force in terms of tile sl>ace
al1d time standards of this system. A few lines of algebra show
tllat the conlpol1ent of tile electric intensity in the directioll of tile
relative motiol1 of the two systelDs is the same in eac1l, while at
rigllt angles to the relative motion,

E' J.
~'here

=

R {

E 1.

-t- ;

(v X H) 1. }

p stands

for the ratio of tile relative velocity of tile two
systems to the velocity of light, and tile subscript .J.. refers to
tllose components of the vectors to which it is attached wllich lie
at right al1g1es to the relative velocity. '!'he term in tile rigllt
Itatld member of this equation which involves H arises f ron] tile
til"ne transfortnation of relativity; if the Galileall relation t'
t
Ilad beell tlsed it would have been absel1t.
It is necessary here to nlake a very fUlldaoletltal asslttl1ptic)11 t
Wllicl1 is dtte to Loretltz. Before doil1g so, it nlay be well to
review briefly the logical developmellt of the tlleory up to tllis
point. First, we have defined a moving eleillent as a discontinuity
whicl1 moves through space itl a straight line witll tIle velocity of
light c and whose motion is unaffected by l11aterial obstructiol1S.
Secondly, we have defined a charge as a source of 1110ving elements emitted tUlifornl1y in all directions. Tile tllird step l1as
been to defille a litle of electric force as the locus of all lnovil1g
elements emitted in tIle sanle direction, tIle tertl1 sallIe directi(")tl

=
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beil1g defined in a sinlple and l1atural mallner. ]!ourtll1y, the
electric intellsity h.as beell defined as a vector having the directioll
of tIle lilles of ele(~tric' force and a magnitude proportional to tlteir
(lel1sity, and tile Illagnetic illtellsity lIas beel1 defilled by tile vector
prO(ll1ct 1/C (c X E). l'hen the four field equations have been
SllOWll to be l)ltrely kil1ematical relations ilnposed lly tIle Ilature
of tIle space-tit1le itl whicll we live; indeed tl1ey are 110 1110re
l11yRteri()1IS tllan tile eqttation of con.tinttity in hydrodynall1ics.
It ,,,·ill lJe !lotec.t that ttp to tl1is point the development of the
tlleory l1as COllsisted ill little more titan setting dOW11 definitions,
al1u l11akil1g cert.ain logical dedttctiol1S from them. By itself sttch
a pr()cetlttre call never lead to a tlleory capable of accOullting for
observable phenotllena. Il1deecl the field we have built lll) is
l>ltrely c011CelJtual; in ()rder to contlect it up witll physical realities it is necessary to postttlate a law of acti011 of tIle field 011 a
cllarge nlovitlg tllrougll it. 'fhe l1ecessary postulate, Wllicll 111ay
be callell tile dyfJamical assuJ,f,ptiOff" involves anotller definition
Wllicll will 110W be considered.
III tile following, we will consider electrons Wllich are mOlnentarily at rest relative to an observer in system S. Let de be all
infillitesitnal portion of the charge of such an electro11. TIle11 the
prodttct E de, wllere E is tIle electric i11tensity due to all charges
otller tllan de, is clefil1ed as tile elec,,.otnagnefic force on ae. Tile
dYl1anlical assum!>tion, then, states that the resultant electromagnetic force on e'Very electro'l vanishes. COl1sider, for instance,
all electron at rest relative to the observer in an impressed field E 1 •
'rile dynantical assumption requires that the impressed force eEl
sllall be balallced ))y a back pull on tlte electron due to its own field.
But the electron's field exerts no resulta1lt force on it unless tlte
electroll is accelerated. If, 11owever, an acceleration f exists,
Clllcttlatioll S110WS that tile resultant electrol11agtletic force 011 the
electroll dtlc to its OWll field is given very closely byo -ftlf, wl1ere
111, is tlJC so-calle(l electrolnagnetic J11aSS of the electt"on. Apillyillg, tlleJl, tile dYllanlical assumption, we get

eE = nlf
wllere E refers now to tIle impressed field alone.

-_._
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• Tilis is ol11y tile first term of a series in f and its time derivatives. However tile Sllcceeding terms are gellerally quite negligible cOIJlpared Witll tile
first.
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This equation applies only to an electron momentarily at rest
relative to the observer. It is, however, a simple matter to extel1d
it to the case of a moving electro11. For, wl1atever velocity less
than ligllt the electron nlay have relative to system 5, it will be
mOlnentarily at rest in some other inertial system S'. So, relative
to all observer in S'
eE'
mf'

=

where E' and f' are the values of the electric intellsity alld tile
acceleratioll as llleasured by tile observer in S'. Since tile magnitude of e is a discrete nltmber (the number of tubes of electric
force emerging from the electron), it is of l1ecessity tile sal.ne nCJ
matter from what system it may be observed. Makillg use, now.
of the transformation just dec.1uced for E' alld the relativity
transformation for i', we find that

in tile direction of the electron's motion, and
e

5E
~

.1

+ ~-c (v X H) .l}1= fI_"~_ f
{J' .L

at rigllt allgles tllereto. 'fhese two scalar equations nlay be conlbined in the single vector equation
e{E

+ _I~c (v X H) 15" = titd (1nt v)

(6)

where
In

1nt ={I=pt
is tIle tral"lSVerSe mass of the electron. Now, on tile classical
(lyllamics tile nlass of a particle is taken to be independent of its
velocity, whereas if we identify the time rate of change of
v

m,

with the force on the electron it is seen that the mass increases
with the velocity J becoming infinite as the velocity of ligllt is
approached. Experiments witll fast moving beta rays have verified the formula given above for the mass; in fact, tIle reaSOll tllat
the Dlass has been assunled constal1t in dynanlics is that sttcll
experil11ellts as could be carried out with gross tnatter l1ave
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illvolved speeds quite insignificant as cOlnpared with tIle speed
of Jigllt.
Idelltifyillg the right halld member of (6) witll tIle force 011
tile electron, alld referring tIle equation to a unit volunle, the fiftll
of tIle electroll1agttetic equations is obtained. However, equatiOll (6) is nlore specific tIlan (5) in tllat it does not involve tIle
illterll1e(liate cOllcept of force but gives at once a reJatiol1 between
tile electric and magtletic intensities alld the moti()n of tIle electrorl
011 wlticll they act.
It has been Dotec! that the term involving H on the left hand
side of (6) is introduced by the time transformation of tile
restricted relativity theory. Now tIle two essential kinetnatical
conseqltellces of this theory are the following: ( I) the measured
length of a rod m()Villg relative to the observer in the direction
of its length is less than tIle length of the same rod wIlen at rest,
(2) the measured rate of a moving clock is less that1 the rate of
tile same clock wilen at rest. The first of tl1ese consequences is
proved by the Micllelson-Morley experiment, but this experilnent

offers no test of the second. On the basis of tile emission tlleory,
Ilowever, tIle second is abundantly verified by the presence of the
second terlD on tile left hand side of (6). For this term is
responsible for the action of every dynamo and every motor in
tltis age of electril~ity.
INTRINSIC MAGNETIC FIELDS

l"he 1110ving elements enlitted from an elementary charge with
the velocity of ligllt have served as carriers of the lines of electric
fOl-ce ill the tlleory Wllich has been developed. The magl1etic
jntensity has played a subsidiary role, and no attempt has been
Inade to accotlnt for the nlagnetic field on the same basis as the
electric field. TIle fact that the divergence of the tnagnetic vector
is always zero shows tllat, at any Olte instant, tIle tnagnetic field
call be representf.,d ))y c()ntinuOlls lines of force which specify by
their directiol1 arl(l density tIle direction and magnitude respectively of the nlagnetic intensity. l'lle question therefore arises:
call tile same moving elements that carry tIle lines of electric
f oree be strullg together in such a way as to carry tIle litles of
tuagtletic force as well? It is perfectly obviotts that suitable loci
of the mOVil1.g eletllents call be found whicl1 will represent the
lilIes of 111agnetic force at a specified instal1t relative to a specifiecl
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observer. The determination of such loci, in fact, is contained
in the definitional equation of the magnetic intensity. Our purpose, however, is much broader; we wish to investigate tIle
possibility of connecting the moving elements in such a manner as
to give lines of force which shall represent correctly the magnetic
field at all times and relative to all observers.
A brief consideration shows that this is not possible for that
part of the nlagnetic field of a point cllarge which is due to its
velocity alone. Consider a charge permanently at rest in system S'. Relative to an observer in this system, its field is purely
electrostatic; no lines of magnetic force are present. Relative
to an observer in some otller inertial system. SI however, the
charge is moving, and therefore it has a magnetic field. Hence
the representation used for the more fUl1damentallines of electric
force cannot be applied to this type of magnetic field. For a
change in the observer's state of motion nlerely changes llis POil1t
of view, altering, perhaps, the density and direction of the lines
of force but annulling none of tlleln. Such a field as we are
considering here will be terlned an apparent field, as it can be
wiped away by a chal1ge in the observer's state of motion.
Wilen an elementary charge is accelerated, a lnagnetic field is
produced which depends primarily upon the acceleration of tIle
cllarge. It is this field which, together with the part of the
electric field due to acceleration, determines the irreversible radiation from the cllarge. 'fhis field, which will be designated as the
i,,,tnnsic magnetic field, cannot be annulled by transferring the
observer to some other inertial system. Now it is found that this
field can be represented by lines of magnetic force which are
carried by the same m.oving elements that carry the lines of
electric force. Consider all nloving elements emitted at the same
instant in directions making the same angle with the direction of
acceleration, the angle being measured in the system in which tile
charge is momentarily at rest. The locus of these moving elements constitutes a line of force of the intrinsic magnetic field for
all times and all observers. As these circular' lines of magnetic
force are carried out by the moving elements Wl1ich compose
them, their diameters grow larger and the density of the lines
'Circular relative to the system in which the charge was momentarily at
rest at the instant of emission.
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becontes less, falling off inversely with the distance frolll the
cllarge. Ii'igttre 5 pictttres the conlbined electric and illtrillsic
tnagnetic lil1.es ill the field of a charged particle nloving witll constallt acceleration. The nloving elements are represented by
black dots, the lilIes of electric force are labeled E, and those of
magnetic force H. At tIle instant for which tIle diagram is drawll

H
---------f

FIGURE

S.

Electric and Illtrinsic Magnetic Fields of

811

Accelerated Charge.

the cllarge is at rest relative to the observer and tile nl0ving elemellts are 1110ving along the tangents to the lines of electric force.
111 tllis case both sets of lines of force are circles the diameters of
which il1crease tIle farther away they are carried from the charge.
While the intel1sity of the apparent magnetic field falls off with
tile inverse sqttare of the distance from the charge, that of the
intrinsic field falls off with the inverse first power. lIenee, at a
COl1siderable distance f rom tIle charge, tile illtrillsic field alone
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persists. In an electromagnetic wave it constitutes the sole Dlag11etic field. In the wave pictured in figure 3 the lines of tnagnetic
force through the moving elements 8, 10 ••• are circles lyillg in
planes at right angles to AC and with centers on this line. As
time goes on, tIle circumferences of these circles are carried farther
away from tIle charge, thus increasing their diameters and
dimillishing their density.
It would seem desirable to relate the magnitude of the Inagnetic
intensity to the density of the lines of magnetic £orce in the
same manner as in the corresponding electrical case. l-'hus,
in an intrinsic magnetic field, there should be M lines of force to a
tube, and. the number of tubes per unit cross section should equal
the ntagnetic intensity. Furthermore, it would be expected that
every moving element should lie at the intersection of an electric
and a Inagnetic line. It is quite possible to satisfy these two
objectives, and their fulfillment leads to a relation between tile
f reqttency of emission of Dloving elemellts and the number M of
lines to a tube. As, however, this relation is not at present susceptible of experilnental test, it is of no particular interest.
A remarkable symmetry is seen to exist between the linkillg
IIp of moving elements required to give lines of magnetic force
alld that required to give lines of electric force. For if a point
charge monlelltarily at rest in system S at the time t passes illto
system S' at a time
later on aCCoullt of its acceleration, two
moving elements emitted respectively at the times f and t
lillk
ltp to form an infinitesimal sectioll of a line of electric force if
their velocity vectors make the same angles with the directioll ill
which S' is nloving relative to S and lie in the same plane witl1

at

the direction of relative Dlotfon.

+ at

On the other hand two movil1g

elements whose velocity vectors make the saine allgles with tile
direction of the motion of S' relative to S but do not lie ill the sanle
plane link up to form a litle of magnetic force if etnitted at tile
same time. A line of electric force is the locus of Inoving elements emitted at different times but in the same plane, whereas a
line of nlagnetic force of the intrinsic field is the locus of tnoving
elements emitted in differellt planes but at the same instal1t.
TIle emission theory described in this paper gives a kinematical
picture of electromagnetic fields whicll leads unambiguously to the
equations of classical electrodynalnics and at the same tinle provides a substitute for the ether which is entirely in accord with
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tIle relativity principle. Instead of being propagated thr()ugh an
elastic nledium in the manner of material waves, electronmgnetic
waves are to be thought of as carried by discontinuities emitted
froID the source with the velocity of light. The distinction
between the two points of view is essentially the distinction
between tIle type of wave which may be propagated by an elastic
cord whose ends are fixed, and that which is carried by tile drops
of water emerging from a garden hose wllich is given a simple
harmonic motion at right angles to the nozzle. As the hose is
waved up and down, the water spouts out in varying directions,
and the locus of the drops emerging frOID it differs froln our
picture of the electric wave emitted by an oscillating cllarge only
in that the drops have smaller velocities than moving eletnents.
The author is indebted to his colleague, Professor W. H. Sheldon, for several valuable suggestions tending to greater clarity of
exposition.
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